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If you used the type of language you used here, I hope they did delete it and I hope they delete this one too.
We'll take it all back and then some Actually, Project 86's lyrics are some of the best I've seen in christian
music, if not music in general. Thousands of dollars worth of musical equipment was damaged. History[ edit ]
â€” Formation and self-titled debut[ edit ] According to the official Project 86 documentary "XV," Project 86
formed in mid by vocalist Andrew Schwab in Orange County , California. Truthless Heroes was released in
September and peaked at No. If it sucks, write a new one. Their eighth studio album titled Wait for the Siren
was recorded in January and February  And The Rest Will Follow. We have had to fight to be in the place we
are now, and we are very, very thankful for every single supporter, every single kid who connects with what
we are doing. Are you sure you're listening to the right album and not one of Nickelback's? Memorable
harmonies sneak up on you at every turn. And The Rest Will Follow, opting to flirt with melodies and
harmonies. If nothing else, that's what it does. That's just fine by us. And if you really want to throw caution to
the wind go play your song at a bar and see if anyone cares. I guess we have evolved into a heavy rock band
that just wants to play music that we love. It was also insanely fun to have so many of my friends involved in
the process and at this point in the game that is what its about. Schwab states, "I don't see us fitting into
scene-core land. We started this band to pour into kids' lives and that's the spirit we have recaptured on
Schwab's vocals range from whispers to shouts to wails to melodies, as this album contains, decidedly, his best
performance to date. Simply put, there is a life to it that is missing on a majority of heavy albums today. The
departure from Atlantic, in particular, was a big disappointment for the band. Don't Record a demo. A lot of
the lyrics i write for my songs are inspired by them. It's very easy to sit back and say "Oh, I hate the album, I
hate the lyrics, it doesn't sound exactly the way I wanted it to! Practice it. This is definitely our most diverse
release, with as much focus on melody as there is on destruction. Drummer Alex Albert was added when
Hernandez left the band after a few rehearsals, then Luck moved to bass from drums. And the Rest Will
Follow. Everything that has happened in the last nine years has led us to this point. Project 86 Biography
Return. In addition, the band decided to make a film about the recording process, and has now released this
film on their first DVD, "Subject to Change: The Making of The only rule is that there are no rules. Schwab's
lyrics focused on his belief that power and corruption often "run hand-in-hand when it comes to human souls.


